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Once there was “A Man Called Ove.” Life has smacked Ove around, more 

than once, and this grumpy old Swede vents his anger about the very 

imperfect and messy humans who in their messy lives make things messy 

and painful for him. Easily peeved, he sees little point in having any 

encounter with neighbors he sees as adversaries, or stray cats that just 

won’t take no for an answer. Why must he walk across this town and keep 

having to encounter them especially when they have it all wrong?  He is 

nothing if not persistent in his mindset. Why won’t these people 

change? 

By grace, one by one, small events break down Ove’s strongly held 

preconceptions until one day Ove crosses paths with one the former 

students of his beloved and departed wife, Sonja’s. Helping one of those 

Ove scorns, this person reminds Ove that Sonja seemed to embrace and 

care for the human mess. Miraculously, it starts to dawn upon him he has 

“misguided. In fact those he scorns are caring for him. The slow work of 

God’s repentance mission unfolds, finally driving Ove to visit Sonja’s grave. 

He has done this day after day, but this day he goes with an epiphany and 

a confession proclaiming- “Idiot! That’s what I have been.”  

After a long silence he begs, “don’t be angry with me…” 

“Admitting you’ve been wrong is hard. Especially when you realize 

you’ve been wrong for a very long time.”  

And Ove begins to laugh, to help and to give, and even comes to exult the 

strange new “family” God has brokered. It has taken a long time. He may 

have seen these others as a laborious task. To them, Ove has seemed a 

laborious task. Tasks with seemingly little immediate reward, where any 

number of efforts any of them made did not matter. Until they did. Yet then 

in their time, together they stood on the shore of something new. What had 

been torn was being mended, what was separated being rejoined. In spite 

of all those other days when one could wonder what difference anything I 

do will make, in God’s time and in God’s divine work among them, hearts 

and minds were changed by God’s repentance mission. 



Ove is right, it can be hard to admit we need to course correct, easier to 

see others. Jonah might speak our hearts, adamant about not wanting to go 

to call enemies to a change. He argued with God, he ran away, was cast out 

of his escape boat, and spit out of a fish that swallowed him up. He finds 

himself surviving this harrowing time, and now cast onto the shore. On that 

shore, he was still sure that very imperfect and messy humans living their 

messy lives will just keep making life messy and painful for him. They are, 

after all, long standing enemies! Begrudgingly, he finally sets out in service 

of what God asks, then stunned that the people of Nineveh have a change 

of mind- they listen and repent. And God has a change of mind about the 

Ninevites. Some people think God would never actually do that, but there it 

is, God changes God’s mind toward mercy. God’s mind changed, the 

Ninevites minds changed. But what about Jonah?  

Jonah’s mind is unchanged, angry, resentful. Repentance begun in 

Jonah has seemingly stalled. He has been wrong about others. And he has 

been wrong about his own self and his own need too. Having to walk in 

their midst has seemed like a labor. What about how exhausting anger, and 

resentment and bitterness are? God, more than anyone, knows how messy 

and painful life can be when people lose perspective. God more than 

anyone could say, “all done.” God also knows it is not only the Ninevites 

who need a change, Jonah does too and in the end will pose a pleading 

question of divine mercy in the face of resentment.  

“Should I not be concerned?”  

We don’t know where it will go next for Jonah’s heart, but we do when it 

comes to God’s. God’s answer will always be that the heart of God is 

forgiveness, mercy and grace. That God will be concerned. Not in a 

“thoughts and prayers” way, but a real way. 

Another day, and another shore, after more time passes, Jesus comes to 

the shore in Galilee, proclaiming good news. The very first words he speaks 

are: “the time is fulfilled, the Kingdom of God has come near, repent and 

believe the good news.” There are just as many reasons for God to choose 

to not draw near, to not bring a kingdom of love and mercy. Yet, Jesus’ first 

words speak repentance paired with good news. Not retribution and a 

laundry list of grievances. God’s mind is set upon what this time 

means. It is a repentance mission and a mercy mission.  

Jesus calls others to follow in serving this divine mission. Changing hearts 

and minds, proclaiming mercy, bringing healing after the damage of those 



who only seek to divide. It may not seem that the disciples can best fill this 

role. But they are used to being on the margins, perhaps knowing that 

feeling of being beyond care. Being left alone, wondering if they’ve been 

abandoned. To them, Jesus proclaims a change in how they can see 

themselves by choosing them. They are worthy of this good news. 

They know what it is like to labor long and hard, day in and day out with 

seemingly little to show for it. Hauling heavy nets, mending what keeps 

breaking, laboring without gratitude alot of the time. Jesus uses their skills 

in new ways- using their persistence to a new purpose grounded in hope 

even in a messy world. 

Make no mistake, for us in this time, this is still true. There are many 

people who feel marginalized, places the fabric of our lives feels torn or 

frayed like an old net, labor that feel often tedious without seeming 

progress or reward. People we are sure cannot change. Maybe even those 

people are us.  

But God asks even now, “should I not be concerned?” Imagine we too stand 

on the shore, as Jesus calls us to repentance and belief in God’s good news. 

saying, “it’s time for a change of mind, and a change of heart. It’s time for 

the kingdom of God to captivate your imagination and your labor. And it IS 

possible because there is no enemy bigger than God, not separation, not 

hatred, not even death itself. I didn’t say it is easy, but that it is possible. I 

have come to you- to heal and forgive and restore, and to choose you for 

my holy mission of repentance and mercy.  

It may seem a laborious task often with seemingly little immediate reward. 

It may have seem like any number of efforts will not matter. And maybe 

they won’t, until they do.”  

But, hearts and minds can be changed by God’s repentance and mercy 

mission still. There will come moments that surprise us, in their time, where 

we find ourselves on yet other shores of something new. And where we can 

be glad that the answer to that age old question, “Should I not be 

concerned?” in God’s heart will always look upon us and say “yes.”  

 


